
Miss Asia Pacific World Competition Korea 2011 (http://www.missasiapacific.tv), the biggest cultural showcase 
in Asia Pacific for selecting 'super talents' who will spread their wings in the entertainment industry, will be held 
in Jeju Island, the largest resort in East Asia, at the Jeju Arts Center venue (http://arts.jeju.go.kr) on June 4 with 
the participation of beauties from 71 countries around the world.

The beauties of 71 countries will be visiting the Organizing Committees of the Incheon Asian Game 2014 
(http://www.incheon2014ag.org) and the Expo 2012 Yeosu (http://eng.expo2012.or.kr) in addition to 
participating in the beauty contest.

The participants of the event, including about 30 ambassadors stationed in Korea, East Asia & Hollywood 
celebrities and important figures and personalities from around the world, will have the opportunity to visit the 
beautiful tourist attractions of Jeju Island that is vying for 'World's 7 Natural Wonders' spot in addition to 
attending the main pageant.

The Miss Asia Pacific World Competition (formerly known as 'Asia' or 'Asia Pacific' Competition since the 
1960s) that combines a beauty pageant and a supermodel search into one event is a super talent competition 
for discovering future global stars such as film stars, models, talents, spokeswomen and singers with 
participation from 71 different countries. Lawrence Choi the founder of Miss Asia Pacific World Competition 
developed drawing a spectacular array of beautiful glam slam pageants titleholders, attracted Asia's top 
personalities to judge the events. The combination is an unprecedented success. World-renown for gorgeous 
women and a large celebrity following.

The final competition is being promoted by the leading broadcasting networks of the world as well as through 
the global network of Miss Asia Pacific World National Licensees that spans across 71 countries, which is 
expected to be watched by about 50 million viewers around the world through the webcam network EarthCam 
(www.earthcam.com) that provides 99% of the live broadcasts of the world.

The top winning contestants will be given opportunities to become top stars within a short period of time in 
Korea (20%), Japan (15%), China (20%), Oceania (15%) and Southeast Asia through the OAPE (One Asia 
Pacific Endeavor) System by the organizer of the competition Elite Asia Pacific Group Inc. (CEO: Lawrence 
Choi, http://www.eliteasiaworld.tv).

The Miss Asia Pacific World Competition that will be held in Korea is especially meaningful in the sense that 
the Korean Wave and the state-of-the-art IT of Korea will be promoted through the event. Particularly, Air 
Garden Inc. will be producing 3D images and videos from the competition for every related program and 
contents, which will be the first in the beauty pageant history. Additionally, Holograms that do not require 
special 3D eyeglasses can be seen on the day of the competition.

The Producer Chang Ha-rim who produced the video cultural arts special report for then-presidential candidate 
Lee Myung-bak will be showcasing his Oriental ink portrait paintings of the 71 contestants in Oriental ink 
caricatures.

For the opening fashion show, the fashion design school Moda Lab(FS-MODA LAB) has been chosen to 
showcase the brilliance and high-energy of 'pop fashion art' as well as its innovative concepts.
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